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✓ Date Theme of the Day Explanation Special Info:

Saturday 1-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Sunday 2-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday 3-May-2021 Mermaid Monday Paint a mermaid inspired design, in any 
style

Tuesday 4-May-2021 Star Wars Day Paint a design inspired by something 
from the Star Wars world

Body Painting is allowed

Wednesday 5-May-2021 Cartoon Style Paint a design, in any theme, using a 
cartoon style

Thursday 6-May-2021
Sponsor's Choice: Inspired by 
FABAIC Virtual Instructor, Gillian 
Child

Use the Artist's work as a starting point 
for your own design. You do NOT need 
to create a copy of their work

Info posts will be added to the groups with 
links to view the Artist's work. You can be 
"inspired by" their painting style, use of 
colors, subject matter, placement etc...you 
are not expected to recreate their work 
exactly

Friday 7-May-2021
Tourist Attractions- On the Job 
Style

Paint a design featuring a popular world 
tourist destination

"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design. 

Saturday 8-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Sunday 9-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday 10-May-2021 It's a Small World
Create a design to illustrate the FABAIC 
2022 Convention theme,"It's a Small 
World"

Body Painting is allowed

Tuesday 11-May-2021 ITP Dare: Smallest Brush Challenge Paint a popular face paint design using 
ONLY your smallest brush

Just have fun with this dare. Perfection is 
NOT expected

Wednesday 12-May-2021 Feathery Paint a design, inspired by, or featuring 
feathers

Thursday 13-May-2021
Sponsor's Choice: Inspired by 
FABAIC Virtual Instructor, Milena 
Potekhina

Use the Artist's work as a starting point 
for your own design. You do NOT need 
to create a copy of their work

Info posts will be added to the groups with 
links to view the Artist's work. You can be 
"inspired by" their painting style, use of 
colors, subject matter, placement etc...you 
are not expected to recreate their work 
exactly

Friday 14-May-2021 Among Us- On the Job Style
Paint a quick design, in any style, 
featuring the characters from the 
popular video game, Among Us

"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design. 

Saturday 15-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed
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Sunday 16-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday 17-May-2021 Starts with F Paint a design featuring something that 
starts with the letter F

Body Painting is allowed

Tuesday 18-May-2021 World Art: The Netherlands
Inspired by any of the traditional arts or 
crafts of the Netherlands (painting, 
sculpture, pottery, weaving, jewelry, etc)

Be respectful of the country you are 
representing. Body painting is allowed. 

Wednesday 19-May-2021 Strawberry Patch Paint a design, in any style, featuring at 
least 3 strawberries

Thursday 20-May-2021
Sponsor's Choice: Inspired by 
FABAIC Virtual Instructor, Dandy 
Duran

Use the Artist's work as a starting point 
for your own design. You do NOT need 
to create a copy of their work

Info posts will be added to the groups with 
links to view the Artist's work. You can be 
"inspired by" their painting style, use of 
colors, subject matter, placement etc...you 
are not expected to recreate their work 
exactly

Friday 21-May-2021
Endangered Species- On the Job 
Style

Paint a quick design featuring an 
endangered animal

"On the Job" Style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design

Saturday 22-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Sunday 23-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body Painting is allowed

Monday 24-May-2021 Random: 3 Circles, Swirls & Blue Paint a design that includes all of these 
random things

Tuesday 25-May-2021 ITP Dare: Paint with your eyes 
closed!

Try to paint a popular design, with your 
eyes closed or covered. No peeking!

Just have fun with it! Bonus: Share a video 
of the silliness

Wednesday 26-May-2021 May Flowers Paint a design, in any style, relating to 
flowers

Thursday 27-May-2021
Sponsor's Choice: Inspired by 
FABAIC Virtual Instructor, Maggie 
Acosta

Use the Artist's work as a starting point 
for your own design. You do NOT need 
to create a copy of their work

Info posts will be added to the groups with 
links to view the Artist's work. You can be 
"inspired by" their painting style, use of 
colors, subject matter, placement etc...you 
are not expected to recreate their work 
exactly

Friday 28-May-2021 Roblox- On the Job Style
Paint a quick design, in any style, 
featuring the characters from the 
popular toy collection

"On the Job" style designs should take 
about 5-6 minutes to paint, typical of an 
average festival or party design.

Saturday 29-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body painting is allowed

Sunday 30-May-2021 Paint Anything Choose your own theme. Body painting is allowed

Monday 31-May-2021 Anything quick Just paint a quick design of any kind, 
then relax!

You have done a great job this month!
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Post your Daily Entry to the Main Inspiration to Paint group 
"Discussion" section by midnight in your time zone. Find the Main group at: www.facebook.com/groups/inspirationtopaintbyabby

Each entry should be a SINGLE photo or photo collage, please. Extra 
photos or videos can be added to the comments or shared in the 

Inspiration to Paint Family group instead.

For questions, extra conversation, and posts not related to the daily entries, 
use our "sister" group, Inspiration to Paint Family: www.facebook.
com/groups/inspirationtopaintfamily

Please include the following hashtags on each daily post:
After the month is complete, you will be asked to complete a Google form 
about your participation, to help determine your prize eligibility, and give the 
admin team feedback to help improve the challenges.

#(your FIRST name and May participation number) with 
no spaces! For example; mine is #Marie9 

Check the Group "Announcements" section often throughout the month for 
information posts and challenge related news,

#(your hometown or area+ facepainter) with NO spaces! 
Examples are #newjerseyfacepainter or 

#londonfacepainter

On ANY theme day, please try to keep the subject matter suitable for general 
audiences. Please remember that we have members of all ages and backgrounds in 
the group. Also, please try to avoid controversial statements and comments when 
posting in the group. We ask for a NO POLITICS policy in posts and comments, 
please. If you have any problems, do not engage with the post, just report the post 
or comment and/or tell the admin team, and trust that we will deal with it.

#fabaic2022

#may2021challenge

You can find your participation number in your monthly information message 
from Inspiration to Paint.

Body painting is only allowed on the days specified on the calendar, this 
includes backs and bellies. Body paint models should be 18 years of age or 
older, please.

These hashtags make it easier for the admin team to find your posts at the end 
of the month

Information about optional Mini Contests throughout the month will be 
added to the "Announcement" section of the groups. 

Please thank our awesome sponsor, Heather Green of Sillyfarm, FABAtv 
and the Face and Body Art International Convention (FABAIC) for her 

support!

Visit the FABAIC Website at www.fabaic.com for information about the 
2021 VIRTUAL Convention this month, and the 2022 in-person 

convention in Orlando, FL next May!

Shop Sillyfarm for all your face painting supplies at www.sillyfarm.com

Check out FABAtv.com for an extensive virtual year-round classroom for 
entertainers worldwide 


